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                    HUNT FEE            DEPOSIT

ARCHERY ELK .................................... 6 DAYS ..........$11,500 .................... $5,750

CROSSBOW ELK ........................................................$12,500 ................... $2,000
(Ask for details)

MUZZLE LOADER ELK.................... 5 DAYS ..........$13,500 ................... $6,750

RIFLE ELK ............................................. 5 DAYS ..........$17,000 ................... $8,500

PICK MARTIN HUNT ................................................$11,000 .................... $2,000
(Archery 6 days, Muzzleloader 5 days. September-November. Ask for details)

LATE SEASON
RIFLE ELK ............................................. 5 DAYS ..........$9,000 .................... $4,500

PICK MARTIN MUZZLELOADER
ELK LATE SEASON........................... 5 DAYS ..........$9,000 .................... $4,500

Acoma Game and Fish 
Contact:  Janet Estevan

jestevan@skycity.com

P.O. Box 310 •  Acoma,  NM 87034

Phone:  505-552-9866 OR:  575-776-2919

Fax:  505-552-7449

www.acomabiggamehunts.com

DATES AND PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
We reserve the right to accept or deny any and all hunting applications.

Bear and mountain lion hunts are available 
by special arrangement.

Information

Joey Chiaf 
“Hunted here for 11 years. This is the real deal.”

2016

Frank Cortese



Archery

Wayne Ortland - “Everyone is top notch! Everything from the staff 
to the accommodations has been excellent.”

William Crowley - “The people, camp and guides have been excellent!”

Jeff Gowens

Joey Chiaf - “This is the real deal.” Wade May

Frank Cortese David Gutridge - “These guys are truly guys that really want you to succeed.”

Dustin Miller - “Everything was fantastic!”

Muzzleloader

Chris Rosowiak - “This is the hunt of a lifetime!” Larry Stiener

Rifle

Shawn Zahaczewski

Late Rifle

Lion

Durand Standard

Bear

Katherine Hoeppner

Other Hunts

Acoma Trophy Hunts 
The Pueblo of Acoma - rich in cultural traditions and internationally known as Sky City. The pueblo is built on top of 

a 360 foot mesa and is the oldest, continuously inhabited city in the US. Acoma is known internationally for its trophy 

elk, which are some of the largest free ranging bull elk found anywhere. Some of the finest trophy bulls in the world 

come from Acoma. Several scoring in the 400 SCI class, the largest to date being 462 SCI. Since its inception in 1995 the 

trophy elk program has created a premier trophy hunting area of nearly 1/2 million acres through the implementation 

of sound game management principles. Hunts begin with check in and orientation at Sky City Cultural Center on 

Sunday before the expedition. Hunters are then taken to the comfortable tent camp deep in Acoma back country. 

The camp sits 8,000 feet above sea level where brisk mornings are punctuated by the sound of bugling bulls. 

Acoma Pueblo invites you to enjoy the hunt of a lifetime. 

Experience Acoma’s beauty and hospitality while pursuing world-class trophy bulls.


